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The Rosetta Stone' detail – © The Trustees of the British Museum

Verses 13: 16-18 of the Book of Revelation have for two thousand years foretold
through the dictation of Christ, or whose name is called “The Word of God” to John
what would have been the intention and the number 666 of the Beast, stressing who
have the intellect to calculate his name, as of the human person that equate the value.
Since the only formula that can enclose that "man number" is his name on earth,
many inferences have been advanced (they still are!), and more than one language
explored down to the roots, in order to discover or -improperly- recreate its key.
If this message has been a challenge for centuries, for all those who tried to uncover
the arcane – without considering the fact that this individual was [yet] to be born, to
present himself to the world in a certain time and period – with the Web expansion
it has turned to a merry-go-round of unmeaning hypothesis, although at face value
mostly cultured and evocative.
To decipher this mystery, strictly connected to advanced technology and information
technology since its first carrying out – from the BAR code to the RFID, perfectly
outlined in its purposes in the Book of Revelation – only one alphabet was intended
to apply: that of the ASCII binary code, composed of 0 and 1, capable of giving voice
to computers of all levels, unknown and unthinkable to John but not to the Christ.

The 666 matter

The “Six hundred Threescore and Six” (one score is twenty) is the number 666 whose digits – besides standing for
the structure of the carbon atom (see page 3) – define the
begin, the end and the two sections of the bar code to be
scanned (starting from linear or one-dimensional typologies), recall not only the same three longest bars of the code, independent from
any product number of any length, but even the function of containment of the two
sentry bars, the first and the last one on the code, where the term ‘Threescore’
distinguishes the internal one that splits it.
Furthermore, the word “charagma” (translated ‘mark’) from the Greek root-word
charax, adopted by John rather than “stigma”, evokes the concept of 'stakes', that is
to say of delimiters by 'vertical lines'.
It was then needful to think of an encoding language capable of managing billions of
subjects individually, from the transactions to the persons who execute them, what
certainly could not be carried out from the Latin alphabet, nor by the Gematria or the
Hebrew alphabet which is not necessarily connected with that name! but
"the future's not ours to see"…
That time at length has come and at the appointed hour the key has emerged,
revealing in its disarming simplicity that name of man, capable of overshadowing
the Light of CHRIST, under the banner of being his Vicar.

APOKALUYIS-IWANNOU
¶13 :16-18

Alexandrina

kai poiei pantaV touV mikrouV kai touV megalouV kai touV plousiouV kai touV
ptwcouV kai touV eleuqerouV kai touV doulouV ina dwsin autoiV caragma epi thV
ceiroV autwn thV dexiaV h epi to metwpon autwn
kai ina mh tiV dunhtai agorasai h pwlhsai ei mh o ecwn to caragma to onoma tou qhriou h ton ariqmon tou onomatoV autou
wde h sofia estin o ecwn noun yhfisatw ton ariqmon tou qhriou ariqmoV
gar anqrwpou estin kai o ariqmoV autou exakosioi exhkonta ex
A PO CALYPSIS IOANNIS – Vul ga ta

13:16 et faciet omnes pusillos et magnos et divites et pauperes et liberos et
ser vos habere caracter in dextera manu aut in frontibus suis
13:17 et ne quis possit emere aut vendere nisi qui habet caracter nomen bestiae aut numerum nominis eius
13:18 hic sapientia est qui habet intellectum conputet numerum bestiae numerus enim hominis est et numerus eius est sescenti sexaginta sex

In fact, it should be noted that the headline "VICARIUS FILII DEI" for centuries on the
papal tiara, totaled 666, for the Latin letters-numbers I · V · L · C · D – which foreshadows beyond any doubt that the whole ecclesiastical institution is being the antichrist;
but this wasn't, and couldn't have indicated that man's name which is precisely and
uniquely: BERGOGLIO.
This table demonstrates the numerical relevance; the most detailed analysis of the
name exclusiveness and pertinence is given here.
ASCII Table: American Standard Code for Information Interchange.
Char
Dec Oct Hex | Char Dec Oct Hex | Char Dec Oct Hex | Char Dec Oct Hex
---------------------------------------- --------------------- --------------------- -------------------NULL(Null character)
0 0000 0x00 | (sp)
32 0040 0x20 | @
64 0100 0x40 | `
96 0140 0x60
SOH (Start of Header)
1 0001 0x01 | !
33 0041 0x21 | A
65 0101 0x41 | a
97 0141 0x61
STX (Start of Text)
2 0002 0x02 | "
34 0042 0x22 | B
66 0102 0x42 | b
98 0142 0x62
ETX (End of Text)
3 0003 0x03 | #
35 0043 0x23 | C
67 0103 0x43 | c
99 0143 0x63
EOT (End of Trans.)
4 0004 0x04 | $
36 0044 0x24 | D
68 0104 0x44 | d
100 0144 0x64
ENQ (Enquiry)
5 0005 0x05 | %
37 0045 0x25 | E
69 0105 0x45 | e
101 0145 0x65
ACK (Acknowledgement)
6 0006 0x06 | &
38 0046 0x26 | F
70 0106 0x46 | f
102 0146 0x66
BEL (Bell)
7 0007 0x07 | '
39 0047 0x27 | G
71 0107 0x47 | g
103 0147 0x67
BS (Backspace)
8 0010 0x08 | (
40 0050 0x28 | H
72 0110 0x48 | h
104 0150 0x68
HT (Horizontal Tab)
9 0011 0x09 | )
41 0051 0x29 | I
73 0111 0x49 | i
105 0151 0x69
LF (Line feed)
10 0012 0x0a | *
42 0052 0x2a | J
74 0112 0x4a | j
106 0152 0x6a
VT (Vertical Tab)
11 0013 0x0b | +
43 0053 0x2b | K
75 0113 0x4b | k
107 0153 0x6b
FF (Form feed)
12 0014 0x0c | ,
44 0054 0x2c | L
76 0114 0x4c | l
108 0154 0x6c
=15
=15
=17
CR (Carriage return)
13 0015 0x0d
| 45 0055
0x2d | M
77
0115 0x4d | m
109 0155 0x6d
SO (Shift Out)
14 0016 0x0e | .
46 0056 0x2e | N
78 0116 0x4e | n
110 0156 0x6e
SI (Shift In)
15 0017 0x0f | /
47 0057 0x2f | O
79 0117 0x4f | o
111 0157 0x6f
DLE (Data link escape)
16 0020 0x10 | 0
48 0060 0x30 | P
80 0120 0x50 | p
112 0160 0x70
DC1 (Device control 1)
17 0021 0x11=| 1
49 0061=0x31 | Q
81= 0121 0x51 | q
113 0161 0x71
DC2 (Device control 2)
18 0022 0x12 | 2
50 0062 0x32 | R
82 0122 0x52 | r
114 0162 0x72
DC3 (Device control 3)
19 0023 0x13 | 3
51 0063 0x33 | S
83 0123 0x53 | s
115 0163 0x73
DC4 (Device control 4)
20 0024 0x14 | 4
52 0064 0x34 | T
84 0124 0x54 | t
116 0164 0x74
NAK (Negative acknowl.)
21 0025 0x15 | 5
53 0065 0x35 | U
85 0125 0x55 | u
117 0165 0x75
SYN (Synchronous idle)
22=0026 0x16 | 6
54 0066 0x36 | V
86 0126 0x56 | v
118 0166 0x76
ETB (End of trans. block) 23 0027 0x17 | 7
55 0067 0x37 | W
87 0127 0x57 | w
119 0167 0x77
CAN (Cancel)
24 0030 0x18 | 8
56 0070 0x38 | X
88 0130 0x58 | x
120 0170 0x78
=
EM (End of medium)
25 0031 0x19 | 9
57 0071 0x39 | Y
89 0131 0x59 | y
121 0171 0x79
SUB (Substitute)
26 0032 0x1a | :
58 0072 0x3a | Z
90 0132 0x5a | z
122 0172 0x7a
ESC (Escape)
27 0033 0x1b | ;
59 0073 0x3b | [
91 0133 0x5b | {
123 0173 0x7b
FS (File separator)
28 0034 0x1c | <
60 0074 0x3c | \
92 0134 0x5c | |
124 0174 0x7c
GS (Group separator)
29 0035 0x1d | =
61 0075 0x3d | ]
93 0135 0x5d | }
125 0175 0x7d
RS (Record separator)
30 0036 0x1e | >
62 0076 0x3e | ^
94 0136 0x5e | ~
126 0176 0x7e
US (Unit separator)
31 0037 0x1f | ?
63 0077 0x3f | _
95 0137 0x5f | (Del)127 0177 0x7f
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why Twitter suspended @Astro_Time ?
who aims to get the overall control ? who's nesting into the Beast name ?

“Hic sapientia est” – Here is Wisdom

As the scriptures enunciate, he will have power by gaining respect from the multitudes of
believers in Christ, so much as to affect with its nefarious endowment on the destinies of
humans, forcing rich and poor precisely with the deception of his quality as Antichrist, to
receive irreversibly implanted on the right hand or forehead the mark of the Beast 666 in
the form of a microchip, without which no one can buy or sell anything anymore.
A marking so dangerous for life and beyond, to induce Jesus Christ after his crucifixion to
linger, in order to prevent such a disaster with two thousand years of notice.
That name, coming forth from the unfailing symbolic equation of the binary calculation,
could be revealed at the behest of heaven since May 2014, right after the declarations of
the Pontiff who advocated the use of the RFID microchip (tiny Radio Frequency Identification Device, ie a transponder: a radio RECEIVER and transmitter implanted – or injected –
into your body) as "not Satanic in any way; if anything a blessing from God Himself".
Of this announcement, reproduced in at least three languages, few traces remain, the
pages having been subsequently removed from the related websites reporting it; but they
were saved in PDF in time, and remain accessible at the site to which this article refers.
What matters most and which remains in any case is the name of the Beast, whose
revealed value matching the number 666 cannot change, be canceled or replaced.
It is also essential to realize since now that although the current formulations for implementing these control technologies could be developed in various directions, they always
depend on the mark 666, no alternatives or competition; indeed distributed in a more or
less conspicuous way in as many as possible symbolisms and institutional numbers.

The hidden 666 significance

Where does this 666 come from? what is it? science or superstition?
In short and straight, it remarks right the material plane, whose abominable ego drive on
this planet – and not only this – with its lower vibrations is in deceitful rebellion versus the
Christ's Creative Consciousness, that is, the enlightening laws ruling the whole existence.
The following is nothing but a quick scheme of the carbon atom, atomic number 6
i.e. the 6th place in the periodic table, with crystal structure Hexagonal, having:
Number of Electrons (with no charge): 6
Number of Neutrons (standard /stable nuclide): 6
Number of Protons: 6
It deals with the base atomic structure of our elemental body on the earth; the pillar of solid and
heavy matter. The solid diamond represents it
maximally, for the extreme hardness of the element atoms arranged in a crystal structure called
diamond cubic, whose fascinating impact and perfection stand out for it's inner but superior pattern
of 8 [Christ] atoms, alike full of esoteric significance.
Long any Evil entities have taken control and boast
this label through power-hungry individuals whose
rule is the most unrestrained selfishness: forced
materialism, against the spiritual Reality which is
not religion but highest science, as the intelligent
eternal plane of being and of the life. Here's the meaning; all that derives from, is a jumble of solicitations strained to influencing the minds unprepared or conditioned by cult.
6 protons
6 neutrons

Carbon-12 (6P + 6N)
Atomic weight = 12

+

Proton

=

Neutron [atomic mass = 1]

–

Electron [atomic mass = 0]

[atomic mass = 1]

If you can understand this, you will realize that the beast is inside each of us, feeded by
the amount of daily energy that we convey to its intent, thanks to the maceration of the
ERROR (that's commonly called ‘EVIL’) in action through our consciousness' Ego drive.
Far to be horrible, this acknowledgement can, fortunately, be the straight way
to fight and overcome it ! There is no other way: if life is your vehicle in the present,
faith is the chassis, but your conscious willingness must be the motor. How to?
Rest assured that no God's sittin' back there to clear or forgive your mistakes; no priest
or judge can ever absolve you in His name, to make safe that primary LIBERTY – which
was granted to you from the beginning of your being inside the universe – and warrant
your happiness, dismissing your liability to the Laws of Existence.
You will always reap what you sow; this is the breath of free will.
The time to wake up through a soul-searching is getting shorter day after day.
If done in time, this will boost your future. After the timeline it will, perhaps, let you just
glimpse what will befall – which form it takes, although you may not like – as this was
written. Read the actual 9 LETTERS of CHRIST to focus the overall progress.

What's currently going on

Consequently, the need to avoid or cancel the awareness in the people becomes the more
pressing, with the maturing of events that are now upsetting the whole human race, not
so far from an underground connection with the indiscriminate control of all races.
This means that, despite an increasingly heated controversy is becoming extremely
topical, investing every sector, from politics to health, from vaccination to traceability
and to the implicit interests of multinationals, generating and feeding [on purpose too]
the greatest confusion, the nature of the project and the roots of its application must be
indelibly traced back to those few, skilful lines transmitted to the awareness of men for
twenty centuries. IN THIS WAY CHRIST or “THE WORD OF GOD” INTENDED TO PROVIDE
MEN WITH THE MEANS TO RECOGNIZE HIM BEYOND ANY DEBATABLE JUDGMENT.
As for the obscure design, very few will be able to cognize it, until it's too late; given that
it is not limited to geo-political control, no matter how vast and immanent, but embroils
the spiritual sphere of individuals, then the future otherworldly (else from what the Church
pretend to administer though), with a force of which the religions would only be the plinth.
The RFID chip it is the tool par excellence planned to seal the subjugation, being devised
to interact dramatically with the environment as well as the organic functions of the body
hosting it. This is all becoming all too actual through the SARS-CoV-2 deception
But the control of the Beast goes beyond present life, since even financial power is but
one ground tool, effective but worthless in other dimensions of which we are part in everlasting evolution. The value of the mark, for those who hire it, is that of a cachet of belonging, at every level of our essence; and it is not necessary to be conscious of that
(\how much are you aware and in control of your spiritual reality?), just as those who act
in a state of hypnosis are not, even under the effect of deferred commands.
You start by bowing your forehead, or even passing your hand over a scanner ...

The enduring danger

Taking all of this into account means the only possible freedom, and wisdom for those
who aim to it. Many people are not knowledgeable they will reincarnate many and many
times, until needful for its own evolution; but the Beast knows that very well, and

necessitates esclaves to uphold its ephemeral construct.

Those who do not want to fall prey to its vortex, and undergo a nefarious control in future
centuries and lives, do not let themselves be submitted, since getting rid of it will become
increasingly painful. It would be somehow like ‘selling your soul to the devil’:
whatever the reward, the price to pay will be even greater.
To free oneself from this 666 fixity, to regain the transparent Grace of Creation, actually
and already in itself requires a tormented series of life experiences.
This mark seals a more complex evolutionary problem, which affects the vibrational level
in which man is immersed and therefore his DNA; but simple and plain concepts are
appropriate to be able to face it, contrary to the widespread habit of making complicated
everything that is not known enough.
Being fully aware of such a jeopardy, this documentation was long prepared and published, in order to aid the understanding of the wide actual motions that are at the gate.
The call has been given for two millennia and who's writing was made ready to fulfill it.

Thence, even Twitter is occluding, today after 6 years,
this historical legitimate response to the “Apocalypse”

Could it escape? This way Twitter remains involved, having suspended the account which
– after the first eloquent warning, certified since May 2014 – more than any other developed and spread this information through a permanent folder, or more properly one
Twitter 'Moment' entitled 'The Time Line'.
Conceived by Twitter for this purpose, the 'Moment' allowed beyond the swift flow of
tweets, immediate access to such reports and other not less serious sequels.
The pretext of the suspension, no longer discussed or confirmed after a first formal
request (still open), is the generic one of violation of some Twitter rule; but it is not so.
This is widely deployed and documented at the website christ.eye-of-revelation.org/Hereis-the-Wisdom.html, and what Twitter is subtracting from the sight and judgment of the
people, almost the worst, being perpetrated behind the scenes of the Vatican and beyond.
Once this truth has made its way into history without compromise – which must inevitably
take place – it will be resounding how much has been withheld from public knowledge, by
those who should have popularized it, having been chosen for this purpose.
Prescribed for 2000 years by the voice of Christ,
for the protection of all of us, Twitter included.
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[ SPREAD THIS UNIQUE HISTORICAL RELEASE ] – don't miss this disclosure!

Should you seek the Truth straight by the CHRIST actual message
to the mankind, please refer to the domain https://christ.direct
Use this link for a quick download of the Nine L ETTERS dictated by C HRIST

